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ABSTRACT
One of the sources of the sudden change in the nuclear core charge is the P' decay,

which cause an increase in the atomic number by one unit. This sudden change may be felt
by the atomic electrons to rearrange themselves, resulting in the simultaneous ejection of
one or more electrons, electron shake-off (SKOF). This SKOF will cause the formation of
ions at different degrees of ionization (N+). The creation of an inner-shell hole (ISH) by
photoionization is similar to the beta decay case in so far as the outer-shell electrons are
concerned.

In the present work, the probabilities of electron SKOF due to both the P" decay and the
creation of ISH are calculated using a theoretical procedure derived (Omar and Hahn,
1992) in the sudden approximation. It is found that, the probabilities of formation (PF) of
positive ions at various charge states decrease smoothly as N+ increases in the P' decay
case. However, PF peaks at a certain N+ for each atom in the ISH case. Calculations of
the probabilities of electron SKOF processes are presented and discussed in details for
some atoms, especially those which are subjected to the P" emission.

Key words: Electron Shake off /Nuclear Sudden Change

INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of electron shake off (SKOF) may be taking place because of the sudden
change (SC) n the potential of the atomic system. This SC may be produced by the emission of charged
particles such as P", P+, and a-particles from the nuclei of certain atoms. In addition, the creation of an
inner-shell hole by photoionization, photo- excitation, and positron annihilation, as well as electron
capture of an Is- electron by the nucleus of some atoms, e.g. Ar", may also cause such sudden change.

The emission of charged particles from any nucleus will suddenly change its nuclear charge
(Zc ). For example, the emission of P' (orp') will increase (or decrease) the atomic number (Z = Zc

) by one. This change in the nuclear charge means in Q.M. that, the potential term in the hamiltonian
of Schrodinger equation for the atomic system is changed. Thus, new sets of eigen functions must be
exist to describe this new atomic system. During the rearrangement of electrons in the new set of
orbitals, some electrons will find themselves in excited states, electron shake up (SKP), or even in
continuum states, electron SKOF. The liberation of electrons, SKOF, due to p" decay was first
observed experimentally from 2Hc6 isotope (1). In addition, some experiments were performed in
recording the electron spectra emitted by electron shake off due the P" emission from the nuclei of
IONC " isotope (2) and from |R Ar41 isotope(3). On the other hand, in 1960's, probabilities of electron
shake-off resulting by K- shell photoionization (creation of Is-holc) were measured. In this case, x-
rays sources were utilized to create such hole from the atomic orbitals without touching the nuclei of
atoms. The probabilities of electron SKOF were measured through the observation of the abundance
of ions at various degrees of ionization ( '8). It was believed that, the abundance of ions at various
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charge states (N+) were caused by emission of electrons due to Auger transitions as well as electron
shake off during the decay stage of the ISH hole. Since that time, no explicit theoretical procedure
was able to explain these experimental data. Thus, at the end of 1980's decade, again synchrotron
radiation sources have been used in creation of inner-shell holes(912) to produce multiply charged
residual ions. The distribution of the final charge states on the residual ions reflects the dynamical
characteristic of one or more inner-shell holes which arc produced.

In 1992, an explicit theoretical model to calculate the probabilities of electron SKOF during
the production and annihilation stages of inner-shell hole was formulated and applied(I314) on many
atoms. The theoretical results were found in good agreement with the experimental work. In addition,
a new mechanism was proposed05' to explain the bump in resonant transfer excitation in terms of the
multielectron correlated transitions in violent inner- shell processes i.e. the electron shake-up (SKP).
Moreover, it was proposed also that the conventional theory in atomic collisions must be modified to
incorporate06' the simultaneous multielectron processes such as SKOF and SKP that leads to
additional ionization and excitations. It was found that the correction in resonance widths due to
SKOF is relatively large for light atoms (Z=2 to 6). Thus, SKOF effect must be taken into
consideration as an additional decay channel together with violent Auger and radiative transitions in
atomic resonance processes.

Recently, an experiment07' was performed to study the decay of K-shcll hole created in
isAr37 by capturing an electron from Is- orbital by the nucleus resulting in generation of excited pCl"
atom. Of course, electron captures leaves nCl" in a neutral charge state, but with the electrons
having the configuration of a Is hole in Ar. This means that, Cl atom is created in an excited state
with the lsZs^p^s^p6 configuration structure instead of its ground state (Is22s22p63s23p5). It was
found, in the decay of this excited Cl atom, two simultaneous electrons were emitted,' . one by
Auger decay and the other by shake off. The process was treated as a double Auger (DA) decay. The
two electrons arc found to share the excitation energy, instead of successive emission of individual.
Auger electrons. In the independent (single) particle model of the atom DA decay is forbidden; its
occurrence, therefore, is due to many-body correlation in the wavefunction. Thus, this experiment is
considered as a good recent evidence of the electron shake off due to electron correlation.

As previously discussed, there arc many strong experimental evidences for the existence of
electron SKOF. resulting iti a serious ionization of atoms, cither by the sudden change in their nuclear
charge or their inner shell structure. Thus, much theoretical work still needed to understand the size
of this effect and its contribution to the ionization of atoms. This will help in a complete
understanding of the recovery of atoms and molecules from all ionization that may be happened
during the use of recent techniques with lasers in melting and drilling of materials as well as in
medical treatments of some human diseases.

Currently, a theoretical research is established and continued (19) to study the recovery of
atoms, molecules and solids from laser damage caused by ionization. This recovery may be explained
through new recombination mechanisms which are introduced and defined as three body
recombination (TBR) and molecular recombination (MR). The correct results of such recovery will
depend mainly on the precise determination of all types of ionization, including that produced by
Auger emissions as well as electron SKOF.
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THEORETICAL PROCEDURE

In general, the SKOF process may be represented schematically according to its source as
follows:

(a) SKOF due to P" - emission:
zXA -> (z+1 Y A )+ + P" - emission

then ( Z M Y A ) * -> (z+,YA)2+ + one electron SKOF

or (z+1 Y
A Y -» (ZH YA )N+ + Mni electrons SKOF

where the initial atom ZXA is transformed to another singly ionized atom (z, i Y
A )"" due to beta decay

or doubly ionized atom due to beta decay followed by one electron shaked off, or ...etc. Note that, the
number of electrons Mn) ejected by SKOF from any atomic orbital, nl, must be less than or equal
the number, N,,i , of electrons which may occupy this orbital. In addition, the degree of ionization
(N+) = Mn,+ l.
(b) SKOF due to ISH hole:

ZXA' + hv ->• (z X A )" + photoelectron
then • (z X A Y -» {z X A )2+ + one SKOF
or ( z x A ) * - » (z X A )2" + Auger electron
It is also possible that an ion (zXA)3+ may be produced by emission of two electrons, simultaneously,
one by SKOF and the other by Auger decay process. Ions of multiple charges may be also obtained
by two or three electrons shake off and/or Auger electron emission during the rearrangement of
electrons to fill the Is- hole created by photoionizalion. We note that, the initial atom doesn't
changed to another atom as in P' emission case but it still the same atom (since the nucleus is not
touched in photoionizatioti case) with various degrees of ionizatiou. However, in both [3" decay and
photoionization the total number of electrons that subjected to shake off from the whole atomic
system is limited to verify the law of conservation of energy. This depends mainly on the size of the
excitation energy.

Previously (B), we constructed a theoretical model to calculate the probability of electron
SKOF from atoms due to the creation of a ls-hole by photoexcitation and photoionization. The
overlap integrals needed in shake off were taken between different configurations of the same atom,
where the nucleus is not touched. For example, the photoionization of Ne atom with ground state
(g=ls22s22pfi), may produce an excited state (d=ls2s22p6) with I s-holc and therefore, the overlap
integrals must be taken between the g and d -states in Ne atom itself. However, in p~ decay case the
Ne atom is converted to Na' ion. The overlap integrals now must be calculated between (Ne,
Is22s22p6) and (Na'. Is22s22p6). Thus, the same shake off theoretical model can be used successfully
in P", p ' or even a - emission from nuclei, keeping in mind the daughter ion produced when the
overlap integrals arc evaluated.

In the present work, the SKOF model(l3) is applied with paying attention to P" decay which
convert Ne atom to Na' ion or Ar to K . Now. assume that the mNe23 (Is22s22p6 ) atom is
transformed to nNa23 (Is 2s22p6 )' . singly ionized ion. due to P emission from its nucleus. The
probability for each electron in nl orbital of Nc to adjust its existence in n, 1) orbital of Na' is given
in terms of the overlap integrals as follows

W(nl, n, I, ) = |< i | /(nl. Ne) | \|/( n, 1, , Na' ) > I2 (1)
where the change in the wavefunction, according the time dependent perturbation theory, is of the.
order cxp ( i AE .t 2TZ ) I h with AE equals the difference in energies between nl (Ne) and ii| li ( Na"
) orbitals. In sudden approximation(l8), the time (t) is assumed to be very small (t ~ 0) and therefore,

c x p ( i AE.t .27t ) / h ~ I (2)
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This assumption may be true if the time spent by the P" particle in traversing an electron shell is short
compared to the period of revolution for the electron in that shell. Thus, the transition probability
from nl (Ne) to iii 1| (Na') can be obtained just from the overlap integrals between the states
wavefunctions as in eq. (1). In case of states with the same orbital quantum numbers (1 = 1|). the
overlap integral of the angular part of the wavefunctions of these states is normalized to one, that is:

<Y (Ne, l,m) | Y(Na' , Km) > = 1 (3)
Hence, the probability of finding each electron in nl orbital of Ne to be in nl li of Na' under condition
(2) and (3) will be

W(nl,n, 1 | ) = | < R ( n l , N c ) | R ( n , l , , N a ' ) > l 2 (4)
where R( nl.Nc) and R(ii| 1| . Na1) arc the radial wavefunctions that generated using the Hartrec-
Fock (IIP) program, while W(nl, nt 1| ) arc calculated from the matrix program (Hahn's code).
The probability Pn| of electron shake off from nl orbital such as Is, 2s, 2p-orbitals is then
calculated from the set of equations:

Pni (n= I -1= 0)= 1 - W( 1 s,Ne -»1 s,Na) - W( I s,Nc ->2s, Na) (5)
Pn,(n=2,l= 0)=l- W(2s.Nc ->2s,Na)-W(2s.Nc ->ls , Na) (6)
Pni (n=2.1=l)= I- W(2p.Nc -»2p,Na)

where W(ls,Nc—>2s,Na) is the probability of Is electron in Ne, during beta decay, to occupy the 2s
orbital in Na. We note that equations (5) must satisfy the normalization condition in cq.(3) i.c Is
electron in Nc can occupy Is or 2s orbitals in Na' . where l| ~-\2 =0. but 2p electron in Ne can occupy
only 2p in Na' . where li = 12 =1.

The number of electrons which arc shaked off from the whole atomic system can be otic or
two or more. Thus, the probability of N or more elections to be shaked off is given by:

P(N) = Z« P« ' (7)
where a is a set of positive numbers ; a = 1,2,3,... denotes the first, second,...etc., possibility of N
electrons to be shaked. off from various orbitals. The probability Pa at each a is related to Pni (in
eq.'s 5) by:

Pa = Iin. (NM) ( Pni f . (8)
where the binomial coefficient ( \ 0 is calculated as follows:

(N
M) = Nni ! /1 Mni ! . ( Nnl - Mn, ) ! 1 (9)

with the numbers M,,i and N,,i of electrons that shaked off and originally filled the orbital nl
respectively. There arc two restrictions on M,,i ,

I,,i M,,i = N at each a (10)
and Mni < Nnl for each nl orbital (1!)
In fact, the probability P(N) in cq.(7) denotes the removing of N electrons or more; N by shake off
and "more" refers any removal of one electron by Auger decay followed the shake off process. Thus,
cq. (7) .is Auger corrected as follows: (i) assume the probability of removing one electron or more .
obtained by eq. (7), is denoted by P' (1) and the probability of removing of two or more is P' (2), (ii)
the probability of removing exactly one electron ( by purely shake off) from the whole atomic
system is given by

P( 1, exact) = P' (1, more) - P' (2, more) (J 2)
In general, the probability of removing exactly N electrons from the atomic system , by shake off, can
be written as:

P(N, exact) = P' (N, more) - P' ( N + l , more) (13)
The abundance of ionized atoms or the probability of formation (PF) of ions znYN+ from yX atoms
by the electron SKOF following P' emission is then calculated using the following correction
formula

PF(7.MYNl )=P (N-l, cxact)=P(N-l, more) - P(N, more) (14)
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Here, the degree ofionization (N+) on the output atoms is produced by removing (N-1) electrons by
Auger- corrected SKOF process and one charge unit (1+) by P" emission.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to calculate the probability, P(N). of N electrons liberated from an atom by the
SKOF process, the following steps must be carried out thoroughly. First, all possibilities (a) for N
electrons that shaking off must be determined via Table (1). Second, wavefunctions for orbitals may
be generated using the Hartrce-Fock (HF) program for the parent atom (e.g. Ne) and daughter ion
(e.g. Na' ). this will give numerical values of these wavefunctions at various values of r. Third, the
overlap' integrals of the form e.g. <ls. Ne | Is. Na' >. <ls . Ne |2s. Na' >. <2s.Ne | 2s,Na' >. <2s,Ne
| Is. Na' > and <2p. Nc | 2p. N a ' > are calculated using the matrix program (Halm's code) or any
numerical method. For example. Simpson method may be used with two cautions (i) the mesh size
must be small (e.g. h = Z/100) to include all the nodes in the wavefunctions. (ii) the number of points
in the range of wavefunctions must be large enough to include each wavefuntion without early cut.
The values of the overlap integrals arc very sensitive to (i) and (ii). and disregarding of any of them
will lead to completely wrong values. These two cautions arc guaranteed in Hahirs matrix code.
Fourth, the probabilities of electron SKOF (P,,i) from each orbital nl are calculated using the set of
equations (5).

Table I: Various possibilities (a ) for one. two and three electrons that shaked- off from

each nl orbital in the Ne- atom due to the P emission from its nucleus.

Mn,

\ . a
n l \

Is

2s

2p

One
SKOF

I 2

1 0

0 1

0 0

3

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

0

1

Two electrons
SKOF

3

0

1

1

4

2

0

0

5

0

2

0

6 •

0

0

2

1 2

1 1

I 2

1 0

3

1

0

2

Three electrons
SKOF

4

2

1

0

5

2

0

1

6

0

1

2

7

0

2

1

8

0

0

3

Fifth, the probabilities. P(N). of N electrons SKOF are then calculated using equations (7-9) and
table (I). Finally. P(N) must be Auger corrected using eq. (13). then the abundance (PF) of Na N' at
different degrees of ionization (N+) can bo evaluated using cq. (14).

It is clear from table (I) that, there arc three possibilities (a) to get one electron ejected by
SKOF process. The first possibility is one electron ejected from Is orbital and nothing front 2s and
2)) orbitals (col. 1) and so on for other possibilities. We note also that in lasv col. three simultaneous
electrons may be ejected only from 2p orbital because this orbital have 6 electrons. This means that
the restriction Mni < Nn| (cq. 11). must be taken into consideration. In addition, at each possibility (a)
the sum of M,,i must equal N . eq. (10>»- Although table (1) is apparently simple, it has to be
constructed carefully for heavy atoms: Z > 20. where large number of electrons are subjected to
SKOF.

In the following sections, the present calculations for Ne and Ar atoms due to P" emissions and k-shell
photoionizations arc discussed.
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1-SKOF by p decay in Ne:
The probabilities, P(N), of N electron that shaked off as a result of the emission of P"

particles from Ne23 are explicitly calculated using the method described above. The values of P(N); N
= 0 to 4 are presented in Table (2). In addition, the abundance or the probabilities of formation (PF)
of NaN' at various degrees of ionization (N+, N = 1 to 5) arc evaluated and compared with the
experimental^2' and the theoretical data, in table (2). Note that, the present PF values are calculated
using HF wavefunctions. On the other hand, the theoretical results by others were calculated using
Hartree-Hartree (HH) wavefunctions. Of course, the HF wavefunctions are generated including the
exchange part, via Slater determinants, in the solution of Schrodinger equation for the atomic system.
Thus, a minimization of energy of the atomic system is guaranteed. Consequently HF wavefunctions
are more realablc relative to that of HH method. For heavy atoms, it is expected that a sizable
difference between HH and HF wavefunctions may be obtained and causing a large difference in the
PF values.

Table (2): Probabilities, P(N) % , of N electrons that SKOF due to the P' emission from
• the loNe21 isotope. The abundance (PF %) of NaNl ions: PF* (present work,HF),

PF (exp.) and PF (th, HH) are the experimental and theoretical values (Ref. 2 ).

N

0

I

2

3

4

5 •

P(N)

100

21.9

2.13

0.12

0.02

—

P(N,m)

100

21.9

3.09

0.27

0.051

P(N,c)

78.1
•W-

18.81

2.82

0.22

0.051

—

Ions

Na'

Na2'

Na3'

Na4'

Na54

Na6'

PF* (HF)

78.1

18.81

2.82

0.22

0.051

—

PF(cxp,2)

79.1

17.5 ±0.1

2.85+0.06

0.48±0.()2

0.081+0.007

0.006±0.002

PF(th, HH)

78.1

18.9

2.7

0.29

0.021

0.0016

The abundance (PF%) of positive Na ions due to p ' - emission followed by electrons SKOF
are found to decrease smoothly as the degree of ionization (N+) increases. The singly charged Na'
ions with PF=78.1 % are produced by purely beta decay and 21.9% of ions with N > 2+ are obtained
by SKOF. This can be calculated by assuming that the probability of zero electron SKOF is P(0) =
100% and consequently no creation of Is- hole and no Auger transition is taking place. Therefore .
P(0. morc)= P(0,m)= 100% but calculations showed that P(l, m) =21.9%. This means that the
probability of exactly zero electrons that shaked off P(O.exact) = P(0,c)= P(0,m)- P(l,m)= 100%-
21.9%-78.1%. Since the probability of exactly zero electrons shaked off is 78.1%, the probability
(PF) of formation (abundance) of Na' due to p" emission only without any electron SKOF
=P(0,e)=78.1%. It is obvious from table (2) that the present PF values are in good agreement with
both the experimental and other theoretical works for Nc at low charge states. However, at high
degrees of ionization (N+= 4+ and 5+). the experimental PF values are found lager than the
theoretical values in both the present and previous works. Typically, the deviation of PF(cxp) from
the corresponding PF(th) is 1 to 1.5% at N+ = 1, 3 and 7% at N+ = 2. In addition, PF(exp) arc higher
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than PF(th) by a factor of 2 and 50% atrN+= 4+and 5+respectively. In fact, we have no precise
explanation for this dramatic deviation at high charge state (N+). It may presumably attributed to a
confusing experimental background at N+ > 4, where PF values are very small.

2- SKOF by K-shell photoionization of Ne:
In order to demonstrate the drastic difference in the behavior of the abundance (PF) of

positive ions at various degrees of ionization (N+) due to the P" emission and the photoionization of
Ne atom (ls-hole), we present in Table (3) a similar data to that in table 2 but for Is-photoionized
Nc atom. We have to keep in mind that, the residual ions arc NaN' and NeN< in P' decay and K-shcIl
photoionization cases respectively. The PF values in the first column, table 3, arc calculated using
the cascade decay (CD) method in which only Auger and radiative transitions are assumed as two
modes of decays of the hole with no SKOF. The Auger width (Fa) of the decay of Is-hole in
photoionized Nc atom is found Fa = 3.216 (14) sec'1 and the radiative width (Fr) = 6.696(12) sec'1

Thus, the total decay width of the hole is f = fn + fr = 3.283 (14) sec"1. Consequently, the Auger
yield (4) of the emitted electrons and the fluorescence yield (co) of the emitted radiation •;;.•; are found
, £, = n, / r = 0.979 and co = T r / T = 0.0203. Therefore, as it is clear in the table, the CD method
predicts Ne* ions with PF=2% only. This fraction is obtained by the radiative decay of the Is-holc,
where co = 0.02. In addition, Ne2+ are produced with PF = 98% by Auger decay of the hole, where
(£,) = 0.98. Unfortunately, CD method is failed to predict the abundance of NeN '(N=3,4,5) ions.
Hence, CD predictions violate completely the experimental observations^1' of Ne ions. This
contradiction enhances the idea of the presence of an additional process beside Auger and radiative
decays of the Is- hole, that is the electron shake off.

Table (3):Abundance ( PF % ) of NcN' ions due to K-shcll hole in Ne atom. PF(1, th):
theoretical values by cascade decay (CD), PF(2,th) by electron SKOF during
the annihilation stage only of the hole, PF (3,th, Rcf. 13) by SKOF during the
creation and the annihilation stages of the ls-hole.

Nc ions

Ne

Ne2'

Ne3+

Nc4'

Ne5+

PF(l,th)

2.0

98.0

—

PF(2,th)

1.61

78.89

17.54

1.53

0.43

PF (3,th)

1.58

75.90

19.60

2.84

0.08

PF(cxp,

6.8

74.2

17.6

1.3

0.08

Rcf 6)

±0.7

± 1.2

±0.6

±0.2

±0.04

Therefore, the SKOF model is used as exactly constructed above for the P" emission, with the
assumption that SKOF takes place only during the annihilation stage of the hole. Hence, the abundance
(PF% ) of Ne ions, col.2 in table 3. arc obtained as follows: PF (Nc1) = co P(0) = 0.02x80.5 = 1.61.
PF (Nc2') =5.P(0) = 0.98x80.5 =78.89, PF (NcJ>) = $.P(1) = 0.98 xl7.9 = 17.54, PF (Nc " ) = £,. p (2)
= 0.98 x 1.56 = 1.53. PF (Nc5-) = 0.43. Where PF (3) = £,.P(1) means that one charge unit is reached
by Auger electron emission process with Auger yield (£,) and the other unit by one electron SKOF with
probability P(l) while the third charge unit originated by photoionization. Another modified
mathematical model was constructed*l3) in a consistent way without double counting to include the
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SKOF not only at the annihilation stage of the Is- hole but also during the creation stage of the hole.
The theoretical PF(3,th) value, by this method (col.3), is more close than that by PF(2,th) to the
experimental PF (Exp) valuc(6) for the dominant Ne21 ions. Note that, the theoretical PF(2,th) model is
somewhat successful in Ne case but it is unable to predict the experimental PF values for K-shell
pholoionized Ar atoms ( in ref. 9). However, the modified method in PF(3, th) was found to predict PF
values in good agreement with those experimental data(8> 9) for photoionized Ar atoms. Thus, the
modified method in PF(3,th) is more general than that in PF(2,th) and can be applied successfully for
all light and heavy atoms with K- or even L- shell holes. From tables (2,3), it is obvious that the
abundance (PF% ) of the residual NaN" ions due to the P'emission from the Ne decrease monotonically
with the increase in the degrees of ionizatiou (N+). However, PF of NcN< ions incase of the ls-hole
by photoionization was found to peak at N+ =2. The value of N+ at which PF values is peaked varies
from one atom to another, i.e. it depends on the atomic number (Z) of the atoms.

3- SKOF by p~ emission and K-shell hole in Ar :
The abundance (PF%) of potassium (KN") ions due to the P" emission from the nucleus of Ar4'

isotope are calculated using the method described above, in Nc case . The wavefunctions needed in the
overlap integrals of electron SKOF probabilities P(N) arc generated from the HF program. The PF for
KN' ions at many charge state (N+) arc presented in Table (4). In addition, we present in table (4) the
previous PF values'14' for ArN' due to ls-ho!c for ready comparison between beta decay and
photoionization cases of argon. We likelo emphasize that, the overlap integrals for SKOF in the P~
emission case arc taken between Ar (Is:2s22p63s23pr>) and K' (Is"2s22p('3s33p'i) configurations where
the argon atom is transformed into potassium ion. However, the main overlap integrals are taken
between Ar (IS22s22p63s23p6) and Ar (Is2s22p63s:3p6) configurations in Is-holc case, where the argon
atom is lifted in an excited state after the photoionization process.

Table(4): Comparison of the abundance (PF%) of KN* and ArN+ ions which are reached
by electron SKOF following the P' decay and K-shcll photoionization of argon

atoms respectively. PF (cxp,3): the experimental values in Rcf. 3.

P" emission

Ion

K'
K3'
K"
K4f

K5<

Kf i'
K7'
K8*

PF (th)

82.60
1 I 03
3.94
1.54
0.68
0.19
0.04

PF (exp, 3 )

82.0
12.5
3.0
1.4
0.44
0.16 '
0.06
0.016

Ion

Ar'
Ar21

Ar"
Ar4f

Ar51

Ar61

Ar71

Ar81

K-shell

PF (th)

0.66
6.94
10.5
41.4
27.6
10.7
2.21

photoionization

PF(exp, 8) PF(cxp,9)

0.7
10.0 -2.0
7.8 8.0

42.7 41.0
25.0 33.0
10.0 12.0
2.0 4.0

It is found from table (4) that the abundance (percent) of the residual K ions due to beta decay of the
argon atoms decrease with the increase of the degree of ionization (N+). However, that of Ar ions
formed due to the photoionization of K-shell of argon atoms peaks at the positive charge N+=4. From
tables (3,4). we note that PF values of positive ions by pholoionization arc found to peak at N+ =2 and
N+ = 4 with the values 75.9% and 41.4% for Nc and Ar atoms respectively. From tables (2,4) we
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found that, in case of P' emission, the abundance of residual Na' and K' ions are 78.1% and 82.6%
respectively. This means that, the probability of whole electron SKOF processes due to the P" emission
from the nuclei of Ne and Ar atoms are 21.9% and 17.4% respectively.

4- Trends of SKOF and abundance of ions:
In this section, the behavior of the probabilities (Pni) of one electron SKOF from the Is,2s and

2p orbitals due. to the P' emission with the atomic number (Z) of light atoms arc presented and
discussed. In addition, the variation of the abundance (PF) of positive ions with the degree of ionization
(N+) for Ne and Ar atoms due to the beta decay as well as the photoionization processes are
summarized and explained.

4.1 behavior of orbital (Pn,) SKOF:
The probabilities of one electron shake off, Pn] (1), from Is, 2s. and 2p orbitals are calculated

using the set of equations (5) for the light atoms from He (Z=2) up to Ne (Z= 10), assuming the
emission of P" particles from their nuclei. The work in this section is done, analytically using the
hydrogeiiic wave-functions, to determine theoretically the size of electron Shake off at each Z from
each nl orbital. We present the values of Pn! (1) where n =1, 2 and 1 = 0,1 at various Z of parent atom
in Table (5). It is found that, the largest Pni (1) of one electron SKOF conies from 2s-orbital. In
addition, all probabilities from the Is, 2s, and 2p orbitals arc found to decrease, in a similar manner,
as the atomic number (Z) increases. The data in table 5, may be considered as the basis from which
one can estimate, roughly, the probabilities P(N) of N electrons SKOF from the atoms with Z=2 to
10 using equations 7 to 9. Remember that, different tables of possibilities (a) for picking N electrons
from the existing Mni electrons at each orbital must be constructed for each atom. In other words, the
probability of one SKOF from each atom depends on the number of electrons in each orbital. For
example in He atom, there arc only two electrons in Is orbital and one of them is possibly shaked
off. However, in Nc atom one electron to be shaked off may be taken from the two electrons in Is. or
in 2s or the six electrons in 2p-orbital. Thus, the probability of one SKOF from any atom depends on
many factors such as the number of electrons, the possible ways (a) of picking one electron from N
electrons in the atom. Consequently, the probability P(l) of one SKOF from the whole atom is not
necessary to behave exactly as Pn |(l) from individual orbitals. For more convenience, the variation
of Pn| (1) with the effective charge (Zcn) is drawn in Figure (1). The effective charge has many
forms but it is taken,

Table (5): Probabilities Pr,i (%) of one electron SKOF from Is, 2s, and 2p- orbitals for
light atoms from Z= 2 to 10 due to P" emission. Z is the atomic number of
the parent atoms.

z
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

P.,
11.53-

6.01
3.67
2.46.
1.76
1.34
1.04
0.84
0.68

P2s
31.53

16.69
10.63
7.17
5.20
3.92
3.07
2.41
2.02

P2p

18.46

9.8
6.02
4.06
2.92
2.20
1.72
1.38
1.13
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here, as Zerr - (Z+charge) / 2. It is clear from the figure that, P|5, P2s and P2p decrease smoothly as Zcfr
increases. The largest Pni values comes from 2s orbital at all ZCJT values i.e. for all ions. Both the
probabilities P2s and P2p of SKOF are larger than P ) s . This means that the SKOF process is more
efficient mechanism from the outer shells.

4.2 behavior of the abundance (PF) of positive ions:
The abundance (PF%) of positive ions due to both the P' emission and the K-shell

photoionization cases of Ne and Ar atoms are summarized in Figure (2). This will clarify so simply the
trends of PF with the charge state (N+) of positive residual ions as well as the atomic number (Z) of the
parent atoms. From the figure, it is obvious that the abundance of NaN+and KN+ions due to the beta
decay of Ne and Ar atoms decrease smoothly as N+ increases. However, the abundance of NeN+ and Ar
N> ions due to K-shell photoionization of Ne and Ar atoms are peaked at N+ =2 and 4 respectively. In
addition, the abundance of ions is antisymmetric around the dominant Ne2+ or Ar4+ (fig. 2). This
indicates that, large amount of ions with high charge (right-side of peaks) may be produced by many
electron shake off.

It is noted, by beta decay, the smgly ionized Na'1 and K+ ions have the dominant abundance
(PF) with the values 78.1% and 82.6% respectively. The difference between the largest PF values is
only 4.5%. This means that the PF values of dominant residual ions, in the beta decay case, is almost
independent of the atomic number (Z) of the parent atoms. However, in the photoionization case, the
PF values of the dominant Nc2h and AT4* arc found to be 75.9% and 41.4% respectively. These results
indicate that, for K-shell photoionization, the dominant PF values behave as Z"' .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The P' emission from nuclei of rare- gases isotopes, e.g. iONe23 and ^Ar41, is found to be
certainly followed by the electron SKOF process and producing alkali ions, e.g. NaN+ and KN\ with
highly charge states (N+). Typically, the total probability of electron SKOF process due to the P"
emission from Ne and Ar are found 21.9% and 17.4% respectively. In general, the main difference
between Ne and Ar atoms (under beta decay ) is noted in additional charges on KN+ ions (N+= 6,7)
more than NaN4 with highest charge at N+ =5.

In addition, the creation of ls-hole by photoionization is leading to the formation of Ne and Ar
ions during the decay of the hole not only by Auger and radiative transitions but also by electron SKOF
process. It is found that, the electron SKOF (under ls-hole) causes the production of Ne3+, Ne4+ (table
3) with abundance 19.6%, 2.84% and Ar5', Ar6*, Ar74 (table 4) with abundance 27.6%, 10.7%, 2.21%
for Ne and Ar atoms respectively. However, the cascade decays model by assuming only Auger and
radiative transitions did not predict the formation of such highly ionized ions in both Ne and Ar cases
which have been observed experimentally. Thus, electron SKOF has a serious effect and must be
included as a third mode of transitions during the rearrangement of electrons in atomic orbitals as a
result of sudden change in nuclear or inner-shell potentials. The electron SKOF, table 5, manifests itself
as a more efficient mechanism from outer shells. Finally, from all the above results, it is concluded that,
the effect of electron SKOF may change dramatically the ionization and recombination balance in the
study of atomic collisions as well as the interaction of laser and ionizing radiation with matter.
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